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1. Introduction

Filtering of random processes is now a well developed subject. To describe the situation,
consider a Markov process x(t) whose evolution is described by a stochastic differential
equation

dx(t) = f(x(t)) dt + a(x(t))dw(t), (1.1)

where x(t) E Rn, w(t) is m-dimensional Brownian motion (that is "dw is white Gaussian
noise), f : R n -- Rn, the drift, is a smooth bounded function and cr: R n - Rn x R m ,
the diffusion matrix is also smooth and bounded such that the matrix function a(-.)T(.)
is invertible. We assume that we cannot observe x(.) directly but we observe a non-linear
function of x(.) in the presence of white noise, that is, we observe

dy(t) = h(x(t))dt + dv(t), where h: Rn -- R p (1.2)

in smooth and E[f(T h(x(t)) 2dt] < oo, and v(t) is also standard p-dimensional Brownian
motion which is independent of w(t). The filtering problem is the following:

By observing y(.) on the interval [0, T], we are required to estimate x(T), and this
estimate is to be built recursively, in the sense that x(T) is estimated on the basis of past
data, where T > 0 is arbitrary, such that the estimate on the interval [0, T + s] is computed
on the basis of the estimate of x(T) and the new observation on the interval [T, T + s].
What makes this possible is the assumption that x(t) is a Markov process and hence the
conditional distribution of x(t) given the past is the same as the conditional distribution of
x(t) given the immediate past. Thus x(t) has probabilistically a local character and this is
exploited in the recursive computation of the estimate of x(t). Now, whatever our definition
of estimate is, it can be computed by computing the conditional density (assumed to exist)
p(t, xl7rty) (where wrty denotes the past of y(.)) and describing its evolution. Thus the filter
could be considered as a mapping from 7rty -- p(t, xlirty). It turns out that p(t, xl1rty) can
be written in terms of what may be called the unnormalized conditional density

p(t, xl rty) = p(t, y) (1.3)
f]R!" p(t, x I rty)dx



and p(t, x 1rt y) satisfies a stochastic partial differential equation

dp(t, xI1rty) = Clp(t, xlwty) dt + 1~ p(t, xlrty) dy(t) (1.4)

where

1 2
2

) =- 2 E aij ( x ) a + fi() Ozx (1.5)

(aij(.) is the i,j t'h element of the matrix-value function aT(x)a(x) and fi is the i t h com-
ponent of the vector-valued function f(x)),

,£C is the formal adjoint of L(, (1.6)

£, is the operator which is multiplication by the function h(x). (1.7)

The special case of this situation is the Gauss-Markov case where

f(x(t)) = Ax(t), A = n x n matrix
a(x(t)) = B, an n x m matrix (1.8)

h(x(t)) = Cx(t), C = p x n matrix

In this case, p(t, xlTrty) is conditionally Gaussian and hence can be completely described
by describing the evolution of the conditional mean x(t) = E[x(t)lirty] (and the conditional
covariance E(t). The evolution of i(t) is described by

di(t) = Ai(t)dt + K(t)[dy(t) - Ci(t)dt] (1.9)

K(t) is characterized by the covariance of the error e(t) = x(t) - i(t) and is independent
of y(.). This is the celebrated Kalman-Bucy filter.

It is worth remarking that the coupled (i(t), y(t)) process is a Markov process.
Much of the theory of Kalman-Bucy Filtering can be carried over to systems described

by linear partial differential equations, provided we are willing to deal with the intricacies
of the Wiener process with values in infinite-dimensional spaces. This is done by writing
the partial differential equation as an abstract evolution equation in an appropriate Hilbert
space.

Consider the acoustic wave equation

{Utt = cAu(xt)0)
(x, O) = f(x), ut(x,O) = g(x) (1.10)

Here A is the 3-dimensional Laplacian and c( is the velocity of propagation of pressure
waves.

To formulate this as an abstract evolution, consider the operator Hz = -c2A on L2 (R 3 )
and B( = VI/-o. Denote by D(BO) the closure of D(Bo) in the norm I[B(ouI12, the L2-norm.

Let 7io = D(Bo,) L 2 (R3), with the norm

II(, v)112 = IIB(ul 11 + IIvII

and define

A( = i ( 20 ~) D(A,) = D(B() e D(BO)

where D(B2i) = {u E D(Bo)IBou C D(B,()} (both B() and its extension to D(B(,) are
denoted by B0). A( is a self-adjoint operator on D(Ao) and the wave equation can be
written as



(t) = -iAoq(t),
l(O) = 4o := (f,g) E D(AO).

for the 'HO-valued function +(t) = (u(t), ult(t)). The solution is given by +(t) = Wo(t)qo
where

W0)(t) = ( cos B(t B 1 sin B(t
-B 0 sin B(t cos B(t j

where the matrix entries are defined using functional calculus.
We-wish to describe a corresponding problem for random fields, that is; a process which

is indexed not by time (a totally ordered set) but by a set (e.g. R 2 ) on which there is no
natural ordering. Guided by the previous development we may conjecture that we need the
analogue of the Markov property. This is provided by the theory of Gibbs fields which in
many situations is equivalent to so-called markov random fields.

2. Markov Random Fields on a Finite Lattice

Let S = s, ... , sN)} be a finite set of sites. We shall consider variable x = (x.,).,ES where
each x, E C . C R and let Q = II.EsE.s, the configuration space. We shall also have occasion
to write x as x = (xl, ,... , ). Let X., denote the coordinate variables on Q and let P be
a probability measure on Q satisfying P(x) > 0 V x C Q. If A C S then the conditional
probabilities P(X., = X,, s C AIX., = X.,,s q A) are well-defined. The one-dimensional
probability distributions

P(X., = AIX, = Xr, r 0 s), s E S, X E Q
:= P.,(AX(,)) where A = x., and x(,) = (Xr)r.,q

then determine the distribution of X. We shall see a generalization of this idea when
Card (S) is not finite in the next section.

Let P(S) denote the set of subsets of S. A neighbourhood system is a collection X =
(.h/,).*ES where XAf E p(S) and s ~ X* and s CE At X t E t.,. The pair (S,AF) is then a
graph whose vertices are the sites s C S and the edges are the pair (s,t) where s E Art.

A Markov random field with respect to A' is a process (X.,).,Es with distribution P such
that

P,(x.lx(.,)) = P(X.,IXr, r E AX,) V s E S, x E Q.

A Gibbsian random field is a representation of a Markov random field via potentials.
A potential is a family V = {VA : A C S} where VA f: -*- R such that VO = 0 and

VA(X) = VA(X') if x., = xt , V s E A. V is said to be normalized if VA(X) = 0 whenever
Xt = 0, t C A and we assume 0 E .. , V s.

The energy (Hamiltonian) associated with V is

H(x) = Hv(x)=- Z VA(X)
ACS

Given a neighborhood system If = (AVt), a clique is a set C C 1P(S) such that s,t C
C, s : t := s EC At. Let C denote the class of cliques. A Gibbs distribution with respect to
X is a measure of the form

P(x) = Z-'e-E(x),Z = Ze- H(x) < 00

and VA = 0, V A f C and H(x) = EEC Vc(x).



EXAMPLE 2.1. 2-D Ising Model
Let S = {(i,j)11 < i,j < N). Let NX be the nearest neighbour system {(i - 1,j), (i +

1,j), (i,j - 1), (i,j + 1)) nS

J.i,j= ({-1,+1} and H(x)= -h.TyEX - T X.Xt
T A T <s,t>

where < s,t > denotes nearest neighbour pair, T is the temperature, h strength of the
external field and J is the coupling coefficient with J > 0 corresponding to the attractive
case and J < 0 is the repulsive case.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Spin Glass
In this case, with the same definitions as in Example 1 the Hamiltonian is given by

H(x)= Z 7.qtX.qXt
<.s,t>

where (,1.qt) is another random field independent of x.

It turns out that any probability measure P > 0 can be expressed as a Gibbs distribution
with respect to a canonical potential.

Let us introduce the following notation: For x E Q, A C S, let

X A = (XA) XA = X.,, s E A.
-- )' . .- 0, s A.

THEOREM 2.1. An P > 0 is a Gibbs distribution with respect to the canonical potential

VA(X) = E (-1)IA-RI log P(x"), IA - BI = Card (A/B). (2.1)
RCA

Moreover for any element s E A

VA(X) = (-1)IA-R log P.(xlIxX(%)). (2.2)
RCA

The representation is unique amongst normalized potentials.

The proof of this theorem follows from the M6bius Inversion Formula (see Section 3 for
the M6bius Inversion Formula).

We finally come to the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a neighbourhood system. Then P is a Gibbs distribution with
respect to XK iff P is a Markov Random field with respect to X, in which case (VA) in (2.2)
satisfies VA = O, V A q C and H(x) = - EcIC Vc(x).

Sketch of Proof. Let P have a Gibbs distribution with respect to KX for some V, that

is,

P(x) = Z-l C-F(), and H(x)=- y Vc(x).
(7EC



For x E fQ,s E S, A E ,, let (A, x(x)) denote the configuration where x, has been
replaced by A.

Then

exp(-Hv(x))

Z exp(-Hv(A, x(,)))

exp( E VA (x))
A EC,.EA

E exp( E VA(,X(.A))
A EE, AEC,.sEA

Now A E C and s E A implies that A C Al., + s. Hence P.,(x.9,x(.,)) depends only on xt,
t E A., + s and hence P,(x.,sx(,)) = P(xs,zr,,r C A.).

Now suppose that P is a Markov Random field with respect to N/ with V = (VA) the
canonical potential of Theorem 2.1. The proof is completed by using the formula (2.2) and
showing VA(X) = 0 if A ~ C. I

It is instructive to consider Markov chains as special cases of Markov Random fields
and equivalently Gibbs fields. Let {XnIO < n < N} be a Markov process with state space
E, P(X( = A) = p(A) > 0 and transition probabilities P,(a, /) = P(X,+1 = P3IX = a) >
0 V a,fl E E. Define N 0( = {1},Wn2 = {n - 1, n + 1},1 < n < N - 1,NN = {N - 1}.
Then (Xn) is a Markov Random field with respect to X = (ANk)=,. The one-dimensional,
conditional distributions are

Po(xolx(o)) = - (xo)Po(ro xi)

aEC

Pn_1 (xn-1xn )Pn (x.X ;n+l)

aErE

PN(XNIX(N)) = PN-1 (1N-1<X-N)

Therefore, the one-sided Markov property implies the two-sided Markov property. Now
consider the Markov process {Xn10 < n < N} which has the two-sided Markov property.
Then it is a Markov Random field with respect to the neighbourhood system X = (A,,)
where Nn = {n - 1, n + 1}. It then has an associated canonical potential VA(x) for the
clique A = {n - 1, n} given by

og [P(X = x, lXn,- = xn_1,Xn+1 = O)P(Xn = 0.xn-1 = Xn+ = 0)1
VA.(x) 10 [P(Xn = XlX I = XXn- = O)P(Xn = O 0X,- 1 = x-n-,,1 Xn+1 = 0) 

2.1. BAYESIAN ESTIMATION WITH MARKOV RANDOM FIELD PRIOR MODELS.

The problem of interest here is the estimation of a process X which is a Markov Random
Field with respect to a neighbourhood system N = (A/,) from observations Y which is taken
to be a local function, possibly non-linear, of X and corrupted by noise. If P is the Gibbs
distribution corresponding to the Markov field X, then the estimation problem corresponds
to computing the conditional distribution P(xly) which can be computed from the Bayes
formula



P(xjy) = P(x)P(Yx)
P(y)

Under the assumption that Y is a local function of X corrupted by noise, it turns out
that the conditional distribution is again a Gibbs distribution and hence a Markov Random
Field with a different neighbourhood structure Af'.

To illustrate how this works, let X correspond to the Ising model on S C Z 2 with states
{-1, +1} with free boundary conditions and no external field. Hence

P(X = x) = ZT1 exp( T E x.xt).
<.%,t>

The noisy observation process corresponds to a binary symmetric channel given by Y. =
XqW,, s E S, where W and X are independent, (W.) is i.i.d with

P(W. = -1) = e = 1 - P(W, = +1)

Then the conditional distribution is given by

P(xly) = ZT v exp{ I xxt + 2 log( E l S)y,}
<R,t> .9

If we denote by x an estimate of x, then there are several choices of loss functions for
choosing the estimate.

A Bayes estimate for the loss function

L(x,i) = Z 1.,=z,,
.- ES

is given by

. f 1 ifP(x. = 1lY=y)> .
= -1 if P(x., = Iy = 1)< <.

Another possibility of an estimate is obtained by

i = arg max P(X = xlY = y)

1 1 1-e
= argmin{-T E X.,xt- 2 log(-- ) xsy.}X 2 e

This is the so-called maximum a posteriori probability estimate (MAP). The interest in
global optimization algorithms which we discuss in a later section arises when we wish to
compute MAP estimates.

3. Gibbs Fields and Gibbs Measures

In Section 2 we have described Markov Random fields on a finite set of sites. To describe
such fields on a possibly infinite set of sites one starts with Gibbs fields and Gibbs measures
and then deduce their Markovian properties.

We follow here Dobrushin [1] to describe the basic theory of Gibbs measures and its
relation to Markovian properties of these measures.



Let G = (S, E) be a denumerable graph consisting of vertices (sites) S = ( ... i, j, k, .. .)
and edges E. We say that a pair (i,j) is a neighbour if (i,j) is an edge. We shall usually
work in the case where G = Zd, d > 1, the d-dimensional lattice. We shall equip Zd with
the distance between i = (i1 ,' , id) and j = (jl, ,jad) given by p(i,j) = 'd=l lik - jkl.
i and j are said to be neighbours if p(i, j) = 1.

At each vertex (site) i E S, we consider a (random) variable X(i) taking values in the
space E. This then defines a mapping X: S --+ : i -- X(i). E will in general be Polish
space (for example, a finite set, R, R", the sphere S1 etc.). We denote by Q = IIijsEli,
where Ei is a copy of E.

An element of Q is called a configuration.
Consider the measurable space (E, BE) where BL is the Borel A-field of E. We shall now

use a number of properties of such spaces (see Parthasarathy [2])
a) Br, has a denumerable sub-family D such that Br, is the smallest o-algebra of subsets

of E containing 'D.
b) Let E' C E. Then BE, = {E fn 3'E C BE} In particular if E is a Borel set in E, then

B5 is precisely the class of all subsets of E' which are Borel sets in S.
c) Let El1, , ,'" be separable metric spaces and E their cartesian product. Then the

Borel space (E, Be) is the cartesian product of the Borel spaces (Eix, BE,), n = 1, 2,...
Using the above properties we consider the measurable space (Q, Bt). A random field is

a probability measure p on (Q,A 10).
If A C S, then QA := IiEAEi and I-A is the marginal of p on QA. Let XA denote

the restriction of X on (QA,BtLA). It is clear that BO UA BOsA, where A ranges over the
finite subsets of S. Let us denote by 3, = nA Q.S\A as A ranges over the finite subsets
of S. This is the algebra at infinity. We assume that we have a o-finite positive measure r7
defined on (E, BE). Hence we have a a-finite positive measure 7j®A on (QA, 3 QA). Now if p
is a measure on (QA, BsA) which is absolutely continuous w.r. to qriA, then we denote the
Radon-Nikodym derivative by ip(x) = dA (x).

Since we are operating in the context of countable products of Borel spaces, the existence
of conditional probabilities and regular conditional probabilities is guaranteed. We denote
by

PA(BI ) = E,1[1 tI3QS\A]

where 1 B is the characteristic function of B CE 1 3
A and EI,[BI.] denotes the conditional

expectation. Thus we obtain the probability kernel

iPA('l') 'kA X 0S\A - [0,1]

: (B, x) - A(BIx) = E,1['nIx].

From the properties of conditional expectations

A C A' A'( |))PA(l) = PA-(l)

We now come to the important definition.

DEFINITION 3.1. A family II of probability kernels IIA(.I.) : BAi x ,S\A - [0, 1] as A
ranges over the finite subsets of S is said to be consistent of

A c A' IIA(.-I)IIA(-| ) = IIA(±l)

A consistent family of kernels is called a specification.



The fundamental problem posed by Dobrushin is: Given a specification II = (IIA), A
ranging over the finite subsets of S does there exist a probability measure p on (f, 3B)
such that

/IA('') = IHA( ) V A ranging over the finite subsets of S. (3.1)

Equivalently we want to solve the equations:

EIL[ B 2S\A] = IIA,VA C S

which are finite for p.
Equivalently, we are required to find the set of probability measures p on (Q, /3t) such

that

p(B) = J IA(By)dy) ), where B C B3, (3.2)

A is a finite subset of S and y E £QS\A.
We now introduce an equivalent formulation of Dobrushin's problem which has analogies

to multi-scale methods.
Let P(B1) denote the set of probability measures on (Q, Bo) and M(Bs) denote the set

of bounded positive measures on (Q2, L3). Introduce the restriction map

RA: M(BO) - M(BQS\A), all A C S, finite
: -* RA(P)

such that for all B E B))s\ A

RA(p)(B) = I(B).

Introduce also the extension map associated with a specification II by

TA M(:Al \ - M(BO)

: -- TA(V)

such that for all B E Ba3

TA(v)(B) = J HA(Bfx) dv(x), all AC S finite.

THEOREM 3.1. If p E P(Bn), then !p is a solution to Dobrushin's problem iff A C S,
finite,

p = TARA(P) (3.3)

Proof. If p is a solution to Dobrushin's problem then (3.3) is equivalent to (3.2).
Conversely, let p satisfy (3.3). Let B C BS\,A and let B' E BA. Note the following

linearity properties of RA and SA.
i) RA(fp) = El,(gl1 3 s\A)RA(I), g is a positive function in L'(p).
ii) TA(f) = f o TA (), where v C M(Bn A) and f > 0 C L'(v).



Now

1Ry = 1BTARA(y) = TA(1BRA(H))-

Therefore,

/(B n B') = 1Rp(B) = TA(1RRA(p))(B')

= JIIA(B'x)d[1oRA ()](X)

= J IIA(B'Ix)d[RA(i)](x)

- J nIA(B'Ix) dp(x) since B Bns\A

The specifications we are interested in are called Gibbs specifications and they are given
by interaction potentials. For every finite subset A C S, we choose a mapping

VA: QA - R

: XA -- VA(XA)

We call VA an interaction potential. It is said to be a pair interaction if Card (A) > 2 =:
VA(.) = 0. We are in particular interested in pairwise quadratic interactions which may be
written as

V{i,j}(X{i,j}) = JijX(i)X(j),

where Jij, is a real constant.
An externalfield can be introduced as:

V{i}(X(i)) = hiX(i), where hi G R.

The energy on a finite subset of pairwise interaction potentials is given by

HA(XA) = Z JijX(i)X(j) + E hiX(i).
{i,j}CA iEA

The interaction V is said to be of finite range if 3 r, such that diam (V) > r =y VA(XA) =
O.

In general, the energy on a finite subset A C S is given by

HA(XA) = Z VA'(XA') (3.4)
A'CA

It turns out that this relation can be inverted which is a consequence of the Mobius
Inversion formula:

Let 'Pf(S) denote the set of all finite subsets of S and let (I and iF be set functions on
Pf(S). Then

(A) = ) (-1)IA-BI b(B) V A
RCA

if and only if
b(A) = E ~(B)

BCA

Applying the M6bius inversion formula one can recover VA,(XA') from HA(XA) by the
formula



VA(XA)= E (--1)IA-A'IHA,(XA,). (3.5)
AICA

We now come to the definition of a Gibbs specification. For a A e Pf(S) if x = (y, z)
with y E QA and z E QS\A we denote by

HA(YIZ) = HA(X)

Let A E Pf(S) and Z E Q2S\A be such that

ZA(Z) = exp[-HA(YIz)dy < oo

DEFINITION 3.2. The Gibbs specification associated with a Hamiltonian H is the family
of conditional probability kernels.

dlrA A 1
d (yAz) = ZA(Z) exp[-THA(YIZ)].

It is easily checked that the above family of conditional probability kernels is consistent.

DEFINITION 3.3. A Gibbs measure associated with the Hamiltonian H is any probability
law p on (Q, Lak) such p-almost surely

(i) V A E Pf(S), ZA(XS\A) < 0

(ii) dalzA(z) = ' exp[--'HA(ylz)].d.AA ) = 'z(;' "
If A C S, we use the notation

,rA = (jlj q A, 3i C A E p(i, j) •< }

DEFINITION 3.4. A probability measure p on (Q, 1s ) is said to e-Markovian if

P1[XA - XIXS\A = Y] = P[XA = IXjXaA = Ye9,A]

V A E Pf(S),V y E Q.S\A and all x E fQA.

DEFINITION 3.5. p on (Q,I31) is said to be almost Markovian if P[XA = xIXS\A = y] is
continuous in y for every A C Pf(S) and every x E fQA.

If p is £-Markovian then it is almost Markovian. If one is interested in almost Markovian
solutions of Dobrushin's problem and if E is finite then it is sufficient to consider Gibbs
specifications.

We end this section by citing a theorem of Dobrushin on the existence of Gibbs measures.

THEOREM 3.2. Let P be finite and let II be an almost Markovian specification. Then there
exists at least one measure p of which the IIA 's are the conditional probabilities.

Under some technical assumptions one can show that a theorem like Theorem 3.2 holds
when E is a Polish space.

If we denote by A the set of all probability measures which are solutions of Dohrushin's
problem then if A4 $ 0, then it is a convex set and under mild assumptions it can be
shown to be compact and hence contains extreme points and every p E A can be expressed



as a convex combination of these extreme points. If ,A contains only one point then the
random field has no phase transitions. It is known that for any Ising model in Zd, d > 1
with ferromagnetic interactions there is a critical temperature Tc above which there are no
phase transitions and below which there are phase transitions.

The more general setting described here has not been used in image X analysis. It would
be interesting to do so.

Notes and References for Sections 2 and 3.

The exposition presented here is based on lectures given by R.L. Dobrushin at the Labo-
ratory for Information and Decision Systems, M.I.T., in Fall 1991. For details of applications
of these ideas see the M.I.T. thesis of Marroquin [3], Marroquin, Mitter, Poggio [4] and the
references cited there.
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4. On Sampling Methods and Annealing Algorithms

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Discrete Markov random fields (MRF's) defined on a finite lattice have seen significant
application as stochstic models for images [1], [2]. There are two fundamental problems
associated with image processing based on such random field models. First, we want to
generate realizations of the random fields to determine their suitability as models of our
prior knowledge. Second, we want to collect statistics and perform optimizations associated
with the random fields to solve model-based estimation problems, e.g., image restoration
and segmentation.

According to the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem [3], (see Theorem 2.2), MRF's which are
defined on a lattice are in one-to-one correspondence with Gibbs distributions. Starting with
[4] there have been various constructions of Markov chains which possess a Gibbs invariant
distribution, and whose common characteristic is that their transition probabilities depend
only on the ratio of the Gibbs probabilities probabilities (and not on the normalization
constant). These chains can be used via Monte Carlo simulation for sampling from Gibbs
distributions at a fixed temperature, and for finding globally minimum energy states by
slowly decreasing the temperature as in the simulated annealing (or stochastic relaxation)
method [5], [6]. Certain types of diffusion processes which also have a Gibbs invariant
distribution can be used for the same purposes when the random fields are continuous-
valued [7], [8].

In [6], the idea of modelling an image with a compound random field for both the inten-
sity and boundary processes was introduced. This prior random field is a MRF characterized
by a Gibbs distribution. A measurement model is specified for the observed image, and the
resulting posteriori random field is also a MRF characterized by a Gibbs distribution. A
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate of the image based on the noisy obser-
vations is then found by minimizing the posterior Gibbs energy via simulated annealing.



Many variations and extensions of these ideas, including different estimation criteria, dif-
ferent methods to perform the annealing, and different methods to determine the random
field parameters [9]-[12] have been used. We note that some of the alternative estimators
that have been proposed do not use annealing but rather collect statistics at a fixed temper-
ature, e.g., the maximizer of the posterior margins (MPM) and the thresholded posterior
mean (TPM) estimators [9]. The scope of the MRF image models has also been enlarged
over time. Most of the early work on Monte Carlo sampling methods and annealing al-
gorithms as applied to MRF-based image processing considered finite-valued MRF's (e.g.,
generalized Ising models) to model discrete grey levels distributions [6]. Some more recent
work has dealt with continuous- valued MRF's (e.g. Gauss-Markov models) to model con-
tinuous grey level distributions [13], [14]. In certain applications it may be advantageous to
use a continuous Gauss-Markov random field model for computational and modelling con-
siderations even when the image pixels can actually take only a finite (but large) number
of grey-level values. Both Markov chain sampling methods and annealing algorithms, and
diffusion-type sampling methods and annealing algorithms have been used in continuous-
valued MRF-based image processing. For some of the ideas of using Gauss-Markov random
fields in image processing see the paper by Moura [36] in this volume.

It should also be noted that the annealing algorithm has been used in image processing
applications to minimize cost functions not derived from a MRF model (c.f. [15] for an
application to edge detection), and many other non-image processing applications as well.
There has been a lot of research on the convergence of discrete-state Markov chain anneal-
ing algorithms and diffusion annealing algorithms, but very few results are known about
continuous-state Markov chain annealing algorithms.

Our research, described in detail in [16]-[19], addresses the following questions:

1. What is the relationship between the Markov chain sampling methods/annealing
algorithms and the diffusion sampling methods/annealing algorithms?

2. What type of convergence results can be shown for discrete-time approximations of
the diffusion annealing algorithms?

3. What type of convergence results can be shown for continuous-state Markov chain
annealing algorithms?

In this section, we summarize some of our results. In Section [4.2] we show that continuous
time interpolations of certain Markov chain sampling methods and annealing algorithms
converge weakly to diffusions. In Section [4.3] we establish the convergence of a large class
of discrete time modified stochastic gradient algorithms related to the diffusion annealing
algorithm. Also in Section [4.4] we establish the convergence of certain continuous- state
Markov chain annealing algorithms, essentially by showing that they can be expressed in
the form of modified stochastic gradient algorithms. This last result gives a unifying view
of the Markov chain and diffusion versions of simulated annealing algorithms. In Section
[5] we briefly examine some directions for further work.

4.2. CONVERGENCE OF MARKOV CHAIN SAMPLING METHODS AND ANNEAL-
ING ALGORITHMS TO DIFFUSION

In this section we analyze the dynamics of a class of continuous state Markov chains which
arise from a particular implementation of the Metropolis and the related "Heat Bath"
Markov chain sampling methods [20]. Other related sampling methods (c.f. [21]) can be
analyzed similarly. We show that certain continuous time interpolations of the Metropolis



and Heat Bath chains converge weakly (i.e., in distribution on path space) to Langevin
diffusions. This establishes a much closer connection between the Markov chains and diffu-
sions than just the fact that both are Markov processes which possess an invariant Gibbs
distribution. We actually show that the interpolated Metropolis and Heat Bath chains con-
verge to the same Langevin diffusion running at different time scales. This establishes a
connection between the two Markov chain sampling methods which is, in general, not well
understood. Our results apply to both (fixed temperature) sampling methods and (decreas-
ing temperature) annealing algorithms.

We start by reviewing the discrete-state Metropolis and Heat Bath Markov chain sam-
pling methods. Assume that the state space E is countable. Let U(.) be the real-valued
energy function on E for the system. Also let T be the (positive) temperature of the sys-
tem. Let q(i,j) be a stationary transition probability from i to j for i,j C E. The general
form of the transition probability from i to j for the discrete-state Markov chains {Xk} we
consider is given by

p(ij) = q(i,j)s(i,j) + m(i)l(j = i), (4.1)

where

m(i) = 1 - q(i, j)s(i, j), (4.2)

s(i,j) is a weighting factor (0 < s(i,j) < 1), and 1(.) is an indicator function. Let [a]+
denote the positive part of a, i.e., [a]+ = max{a, 0}. The weighting factor s(i, j) is given by

sMA(i, j) = exp(-[U(j)- U(i)]+ /T) (4.3)

for the Metropolis Markov chain, and by

exp(-(U(j)- U(i))/T) (4.4)
s~(ij) =1 + exp(-U(j) - U(i))/T)

for the Heat Bath Markov chain.
Let

ir(i) = exp(-U(i)/T), i E E; Z = exp(-U(i)/T)
i

(assume Z < oo). If the stochastic matrix Q = [q(i,j)] is symmetric and irreducible then
the detailed balance equation

(i)p(i, j) = 7r(j)p(j, i), i,j E E,

is satisfied, and it follows easily that 7r(i), i E E, are the unique stationary probabilities
for both the Metropolis and Heat Bath Markov chains. Hence these chains may be used to
sample from and to compute mean values of functionals with respect to a Gibbs distribution
with energy U(.) and temperature T [22]. The Metropolis and Heat Bath chains can be
interpreted (and simulated) in the following manner. Given the current state Xk = i,
generate a candidate state Xk = j with probability q(i,j). Set the next state Xk+1 = j
if s(i,j) > Ok, where Ok is an independent random variable uniformly distributed on the
interval [0, 1]; otherwise set Xk+1 = i.



We can generalize the discrete state Markov chain sampling methods described above
to a continuous d- dimensional Euclidean state space as follows. Let U(.) be a smooth real-
valued energy function on -= Rd, and let T be the (positive) temperature. Let q(x, y) be
a stationary transition density from x to y for x, y E Rd. The general form of the transition
probability density for the continuous-state Markov chain {Xk} we consider is given by

p(x, y) = q(x, y)s(x, y) + m(x)6(y - x), (4.5)

where

m(x) = 1 q(x, y)s(x, y)d (4.6)

s(i,j) is a weighting factor (0 < s(i,j) < 1), and 6(.) is a Dirac-delta function. Here
s(., -) = sA(., ) and s(., -) = s(., .) (see (4.3), (4.4)) for the generalized Metropolis and
Heat Bath chains, respectively.

The continuous state Metropolis and Heat Bath Markov chains can be interpreted (and
simulated) analogously to the discrete state versions. In particular q(x, y) is a conditional
probability density for generating a candidate state Xk = y given the current state Xk = z.
For our analysis we shall consider the case where only a single component of the current
state is changed to generate the candidate state, and the component is selected at random
with all components equally likely. Furthermore, we shall require that the candidate value
of the selected component depend only on the current value of the selected component. Let
xi denote the it h component of the vector x E Rd. Let r(xi, yi) be a transition density from
xi to yi for xi, yi E R. Hence we set

d
q(x, y) = s(x, y)r(xi, Yi) II 6(yj - xj) (4.7)

Suppose we take

r(xi, yi)= 1( 2 = -(xi-1)6(Yi - 1) + 1(xi = 1)6(yi + 1) (4.8)

In this case, if the i t h coordinate of the current state Xk is selected (at random) to be
changed in generating the candidate state Xk, then Xk,i is i1 when Xk,l is :1. If, in
addition,

U(X)=-E Jijxi j, x ERd
jfi

then {Xk} corresponds to a discrete-time kinetic Ising model with interaction energies Jij
[20].

Suppose instead we take

r(xi, Yi) = exp[-(yi - xi)u/2&2 ] (4.9)

In this case, if the i th coordinate of the current state Xk is selected (at random) to be
changed in generating the candidate state Xk, the Xk,i is conditionally Gaussian with
mean Xk,i and variance o2. In the sequel, we shall show that a family of interpolated
Markov chains of this type converges (weakly) to a Langevin diffusion.

For each E > 0 let re(., ') denote the transition density in (4.9) with ar2 = , and let
p,(.,.) denote the corresponding transition density in (4.5)-(4.7). Let {Xk} denote the



Markov chain with transition density pe(.,.) and initial condition X,) = X,. Interpolate
{X'} into a continuous-time process {Xe(t),t < 0} by setting

Xe(t) = X[/e], t < 0

where [a] is the largest integer less than or equal to a. Now the precise definition of the
weak convergence of the process XE(.) to a process X(.) (as e -- 0) is given in [23]. The
significance of the weak convergence is that it implies not only the convergence of the
multivariate distribution, but also the convergence of the distributions of many interesting
path functionals such as maxima, minima, and passage times (see [23] for a full discussion).
To establish weak convergence here we require the following condition on U(.):

(A) Y(.) is continuously differentiable, and VU(.) is bounded and Lipshitz continuous.

THEOREM 4.1. Assume (A). Then there is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process W(.)
and a process X(.) (with X(O) = X( in distribution, nonanticipative with respect to W(.),
such that Xe(.) -+ X(.) weakly as e - O, and

a) for the Metropolis method

dX(t) = VU(X(t)) dt + dW(t) (4.10)
2T

b) for the Heat Bath method

dX(t) = VU(X(t))dt+ dW(t) (4.11)
4T

Proof. see [16] ·

Note that Theorem 4.1 justifies our claim that the interpolated Metropolis and Heat Bath
chains converge to Langevin diffusions running at different time scales. Indeed, suppose Y(.)
is a solution of the Langevin equation

dY(t) = -VU(Y(t))dt + vx/dTdW(t) (4.12)

with Y(0) = X( in distribution. Then for r(t) = t/2T, Y(r(.)) has then same multivariate
distributions as X(.) satisfying (4.10), while for r(t) = t/4T, Y(r(.)) has the same multi-
variate distributions as X(.) satisfying (4.11). Observe that the limit diffusion (4.10) for
the Metropolis chain runs at twice the rate of the limit diffusion (4.11) for the Heat Bath
chain, independent of the temperature.

To obtain Markov chain annealing algorithms we simply replace the fixed temperature T
in the above Markov chain sampling methods by a temperature schedule {Tk} (where typ-
ically Tk -- 0). We can establish a weak convergence result for a nonstationary continuous
state Markov chain of this type as follows. Suppose T(.) is a positive continuous function
on [0, oo). For e> 0 let

Tk = (T(kE), k = O, 1,...

and let {X-} be as above but with temperature schedules {Tk}. It can be shown that
Theorem 4.1 is valid with T replaced by T(t) in (4.10) and (4.11). Hence the Markov
chain annealing algorithms converge weakly to time-scaled versions of the Markov diffusion
annealing algorithm

dY(t)= -VU(Y(t))dt + 2TdW(t) (4.13)



We remark that there has been a lot of work establishing convergence results for discrete
state Markov chain annealing algorithms [6], [24]-[27], and also for the Markov diffusion
annealing algorithm [7], [28], [29]. However, there are very few convergence results for con-
tinuous state Markov chain algorithms. We note that the weak convergence of a continuous
state chain to a diffusion together with the convergence of the diffusion to the global min-
ima of U(.) does not directly imply the convergence of the chain to the global minima
of U(.); see [30] for a discussion of related issues. However, establishing weak convergence
is an important first step in this regard. Indeed, a standard method for establishing the
asymptotic (large-time) behavior of a large class of discrete-time recursive stochastic al-
gorithms involves first proving weak convergence to an ODE limit. The standard method
does not quite apply here because we have a discrete-time algorithm converging weakly to
a nonstationary SDE limit. But calculations similar to those used to establish the weak
convergence do in fact prove useful in ultimately establishing the convergence of continuous
state Markov chain annealing algorithms, which is discussed in Section 4.3.2.

4.3. RECURSIVE STOCHASTIC ALGORITHMS FOR GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION IN
RD

4.3.1. Modified Stochastic Gradient Algorithms. In this section, we consider a class of
algorithms for finding a global minimum of a smooth function U(x), x E R d. Specifically,
we analyze the convergence of a modified stochastic gradient algorithm

Xk+1 = Xk - ak(VU(Xk) + Gk) + bkWk, (4.14)

where 1{k} is a sequence of Rd-valued random variables, {Wk} is a sequence of standard
d-dimensional independent Gaussian random variables, and {ak}, {bk} are sequences of
positive numbers with ak, bk -+ 0. An algorithm of this type arises by artificially adding
the bkWk term (via a Monte Carlo simulation) to a standard stochastic gradient algorithm

Zk+l = Zk - ak(VU(Zk) + ,k). (4.15)

Algorithms like (4.15) arise in a variety of optimization problems including adaptive filter-
ing, identification and control; here the sequence {'k} is due to noisy or imprecise measure-
ments of VU(-) (c.f. [31]). The asymptotic behavior of {Zk} has been much studied. Let
S and S* be the set of local and global minima of U(.), respectively. It can be shown, for
example, that if U(.) and {fk} are suitably behaved, ak = A/k for k large, and {Zk} is
bounded, then Zk -- S as k -- oo w.p.1. However, in general Zk 74 S* (unless of course
: = S*). The idea behind adding the additional bkWk term in (4.14) compared with (4.15)
is that if bk tends to zero slowly enough, then possibly {Xk} (unlike {Zk}) will avoid getting
trapped in a strictly local minimum of U(.) (this is the usual reasoning behind simulated
annealing type algorithms). We shall infact show that if U(.) and {(k} are suitably behaved,
ak = A/k and b' = B/k log log k for k large with B/A > C0 (where C( is a positive constant
which depends only on U(.)), and {Xk} is tight, then Xk -- S* as k --+ oo in probability.
We also give a condition for the tightness of {Xk}. We note that the convergence of Zk to
S can be established under very weak conditions on {(k} assuming {Zk} is bounded. Here
the convergence of Xk to S* is established under somewhat stronger conditions on {(k}

assuming that {Xk} is tight (which is weaker than boundedness).
The analysis of the convergence of {Xk} is usually based on the asymptotic behavior of

the associated ordinary differential equation (ODE)



it = -VU(z(t)) (4.16)

(c.f. [31], [32]). This motivates our analysis of the convergence of {Xk} based on the asymp-
totic behavior of the associated stochastic differential equation (SDE)

dY(t) = -VU(Y(t))dt + c(t)dW(t), (4.17)

where W(.) is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process and c(.) is a positive function with
c(t) -- 0 as t -. oo. This is just the diffusion annealing algorithm discussed in Section 2 (see
(4.13)) with T(t) = c2(t)/2. The asymptotic behavior of Y(t) as t -- oo has been studied
intensively by a number of researchers. In [7], [29] convergence results where obtained by
considering a version of (4.17) with a reflecting boundary; in [28] the reflecting boundary
was removed. Our analysis of {Xk} is based on the analysis of Y(t) developed in [28] where
the following result is proved: if U(.) is well-behaved and c2 (t) = C/logt for t large with
C > Co (the same constant C0 as above) then Y(t) -- S* as t -+ oc. To see intuitively how
{Xk} and Y(.) are related, let tk = Ek- an, A/k, b = B/klog log k, c2 (t) = C/logt,

and B/A = C. Note that bk " c(tk)xJ/. Then we should have that

Y(tk1l) N Y(tk) - (tk+ - tk)VU(Y(tk)) + C(tk)(W(tk+) - W(tk))

- Y(tk) - akVU(Y(tk)) + c(tk)VfakVk

- Y(tk) - akVU(Y(tk)) + bkVk

where {Vk} is a sequence of standard d-dimensional independent Gaussian random variables.
Hence (for {(k} small enough) {Xk} and {Y(tk)} should have approximately the same
distributions. Of course, this is a heuristic; there are significant technical difficulties in using
Y(.) to analyze {Xk} because we must deal with long time intervals and slowly decreasing
(unbounded) Gaussian random variables.

An algorithm like (4.14) was first proposed and analyzed in [29]. However, the analysis
required that the trajectories of {Xk} lie within a fixed ball (which as achieved by modifying
(4.14) near the boundary of the ball). Hence such a version of (4.14) is only suitable for
optimizing U(.) over a compact set. Furthermore the analysis also required ¢k to be zero
in order to obtain convergence. In our first analysis of (4.14) in [17] we also required that
the trajectories of {Xk} lie in a compact set. However, our analysis did not require ¢k to
be zero, which has important implications when VU(.) is not measured exactly. In our
later analysis of (4.14) in [18] we removed the requirement that the trajectories of {Xk}
lie in a compact set. From our point of view this is the most significant difference between
our work in [18] and what is done in [29], [17] (and more generally in other work on global
optimization such as [33]): we deal with unbounded processes and establish the convergence
of an algorithm which finds a global minimum of a function when it is not specified a priori
what bounded region contains such a point.

We now state the simplest result from [18] concerning the convergence of the modified
stochastic gradient algorithm (4.14). We will require

A __
ak - bk = k large. (4.18)

k k , J /klog log k' 

and the following conditions:
(Al) U(.) is a C2 function from Rd to [0, oo) such that the S* = {x : U(x) < U(y) V y} f 0.

(We also require some mild regularity conditions on U(.); see [18]).



(A2) lim, ~oo >< ) =, 1,,00~ I 21 <VU

(A4) For k = 0, 1,..., let 'k be the a-field generated by X(, We),. , Wk/-l, 1 , ... , k-1.

There exists an L > 0, a > -1, and # > 0 such that

E{f(kI12 1k} Laa(IXkl1 2 + 1), IE{(klfk}I < La(lIXkl + 1) w.p. 1

and Wk is independent of .'k.

THEOREM 4.2. Assume (A1)-(A4) hold. Let {Xk} be given by (4.14). Then there exists a
constant Co such that for B/A > Co

Xk -I- S* as k -* oo

in probability.

Proof. See [18]. [

Remarks:
1. The constant Co) plays a critical role in the convergence of Xk as k --+ oo and also

Y(t) as t -+ oo. In [28] it is shown that the constant C( (denoted there by co) has an
interpretation in terms of the action functional for a family of perturbed dynamical
systems; see [28] for a further discussion of C) including some examples.

2. It is possible to modify (4.14) in such a way that only the lower bound and not the
upper bound on IVU(.)l in (A2) is needed (see [18]).

3. In [18] we actually separate the problem of convergence of {Xk) into two parts: one
to establish tightness and another to establish convergence given tightness. This is
analogous to separating the problem of convergence of {Xk} into two parts: one
to establish boundedness and another to establish convergence given boundedness
(c.f. [31]). Now in [18] the conditions given for tightness are much stronger than the
conditions given for convergence assuming tightness. For a particular algorithm it is
often possible to prove tightness directly, resulting in somewhat weaker conditions
than those given in Theorem 3.1.

4.3.2. Continuous-State Markov Chain Algorithm. In this section we examine the conver-
gence of a class of continuous-state Markov chain annealing algorithms similar to those
described in Section 4.2. Our approach is to write such an algorithm in the form of a mod-
ified stochastic gradient algorithm of (essentially) the type considered in Section 4.3.1. A
convergence result is obtained for global optimization over all of Rd. Some care is necessary
to formulate a Markov chain with appropriate scaling. It turns out that writing the Markov
chain annealing algorithm is (essentially) the form (4.14) is rather more complicated than
writing standard variations of gradient algorithms which use some type of (possibly noisy)
finite difference estimate of VU(.) in the form (4.15) (c.f. [31]). Indeed, to the extend that
the Markov chain annealing algorithm uses an estimate of VU(.), it does so in a much more
subtle manner than a finite difference approximation.

Although some numerical work has been performed with continuous-state Markov chain
annealing algorithm [13], [14], there has been very little theoretical analysis, and further-
more the analysis of the continuous state case does not follow from the finite state case



in a straightforward way (especially for an unbounded state space). The only analysis we

are aware of its in [13] where a certain asymptotic stability property is established. Since

our convergence results for the continuous state Markov chain annealing algorithm are ul-

timately based on the asymptotic behavior of the diffusion annealing algorithm, our work

demonstrates and exploits the close relationship between the Markov chain and diffusion

versions of simulated annealing.
We shall perform our analysis of continuous state Markov chain annealing algorithms

for a Metropolis type chain. We remark that convergence results for other continuous-state

Markov chain sampling method-based annealing algorithms (such as the Heat Bath method)

can be obtained by a similar procedure. Recall that the 1-step transition probability density

for a continuous state Metropolis-type (fixed temperature) Markov chain is given by (see

equations (4.3), (4.5), (4.6))

p(x, y) = q(x, y)s(x, y) + m(x)8(y - x)

where
m(x) =1 - q(x, y)s(x, y)dy

and
s(x, y) = exp(-[U(y)- U(z)]+/T).

Here we have dropped the subscript on the weighting factor s(x,y). If we replace the

fixed temperature T by a temperature sequence {Tk} we get a Metropolis-type annealing

algorithm.
Our goal is to express the Metropolis-type annealing algorithm as a modified stochastic

gradient algorithm like (4.14) so as to establish its convergence. This leads us to choosing

a nonstationary Gaussian transition density

q1 exp( y -- XI (4.19)
qk(x,y) = (2rb22(X))d/2 P( 2 b22(X)) (4.19)

Tk(x) = I' k(x) (4.20)
2 ak

where Tk(X) = (6klxIl)v 1,k I 0.

With these choices the Metropolis-type annealing algorithm can be expressed as

Xk+1 = Xk - tk(VU(Xk) + Gk) + bkO-(Xk)Wk (4.21)

for appropriately behaved {(k}. Note that (4.21) is not identical to (4.14) (because a(x) #

1), but is turns out that Theorem 4.2 holds for {Xk} generated by either (4.14) or (4.21).

We remark that the state dependent term a(x) term in (4.19) and (4.20) produces a drift
toward the origin proportional to Ixl, which is needed to establish tightness of the annealing

chain.
This discussion leads us to the following continuous- state Metropolis-type annealing

algorithm. Let N(m, A) denote d-dimensional normal measure with mean m and covariance
matrix A.



4.4. CONTINUOUS-STATE METROPOLIS-TYPE ANNEALING ALGORITHM:

Let {Xk} be a Markov chain with 1 step transition probability at time k given by

P{Xk+, e AlXk = X} = sk(,y y)dN(x, b2r'2(x)I)(y) + mk(x)lA(x) (4.22)

where

k(x) - I - J k(X, y)dN(x, bk22(x)I)(y) (4.23)

aLk(x) = (arlxl)V1 (4.24)

2ak[U(y) - U(X)]+
Sk(x, y) = exp( ba[U(y) )]+ (4.25)

A convergence result similar to the previous theorem can be proved for the Metropolis
type annealing algorithms 19].

5. Conclusions

Monte Carlo sampling methods and annealing algorithms have found significant application
to MRF-based image processing. These algorithms fall broadly into two groups: Markov
chain and diffusion methods. The discrete-state Markov chain algorithms have been used
with finite range MRF models, while both continuous-state Markov chain and diffusion
algorithms have been used with continuous range MRF models. We note that there are
some very interesting questions related to the parallel implementation of these Monte Carlo
procedures which we have not discussed here: see [34].

It seems to us that some experimental comparisons of continuous state Markov chain
and diffusion-type annealing algorithms (practically implemented by the modified stochas-
tic gradient algorithms described above) on image segmentation and restoration problems
would be of some interest. We are not aware of any explicit comparisons of this type in
the literature. It might also be useful to examine the application of the modified stochas-
tic gradient algorithms to adaptive pattern recognition, filtering and identification, where
stochastic gradient algorithms are frequently employed. Because of the slow convergence of
the modified stochastic gradient algorithms, offline applications will probably be required.
One particular application which might prove fruitful is training multilayer feedforward
"neural nets", which is a nonconvex optimization problem often plagued with local min-
ima. A rigorous analysis which discusses the learning problem for Boltzmann machines has
been carried out in [35] by viewing it as a Maximum Likelihood estimation. In this paper
however convergence to a global maximum is not proved and it would be interesting to see
whether the ideas of [19] can be used to do this.
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